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Abstract 

The topic of this paper explores the relationship between artificial intelligence and the 

need for change leadership strategies.  Since the advent of the steam engine, work automation 

has disrupted and transformed society.  This has led to exponential human growth, prosperity and 

innovation.  Artificial intelligence brings the third transformational event and this time it will 

affect more white-collar than blue-collar roles.  It will change what work people do, how they do 

it and the skills needed for future career success.  It will be more important than ever for 

businesses to develop change leadership strategies and educational systems to prepare for the 

change in skills needed by industries.   
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Introduction 

Workers have long been concerned that machines and automation were going to 

eliminate their jobs and make humans obsolete.  Society is at the beginning of a new phase in 

automation.  Artificial intelligence will be as impactful as electricity was to the second Industrial 

Revolution.  Humanity will experience growth and prosperity with intelligent automation (IA) 

just as it has with the previous automation transformations.  People have used tools to 

complement and support the work they do in order to improve speed, accuracy and productivity.  

Since the invention of the steam engine in 1712, people and machines have existed together in 

order to produce goods and services.  There have been 3 transformations where tools became 

machines, work became automated and jobs were lost at the same time new jobs emerged.  

Automation became a catalyst for economic and social change, growth and innovation.  The first 

transformation that automated agriculture work contributed the rise in the industrial workforce, a 

global population boom, narrowing of the economic gap between worker and owner and an 

increase in the quality and complexity of jobs (Brynjolfsson & McAfee, 2014).  Also, with it 

came social disruption, conflict between worker and owner, the narrowing of the economic gap 

between worker and owner and a shift from rural to urban living and elimination of some 

industries and growth of others.  The focus was about people who worked with their hands and 

automation enabled growth in that area.   

In the second transformation, manufacturing and industrial work was automated leading 

to the growth of the service sector.  There was an improvement in workplace safety, an increase 

in professional, technical and managerial positions and a need for higher education.  The 

emphasis switched from people who worked with their hands to people who worked with their 

heads.  The economic gap between worker and owner widened with middle paying positions 
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declining and low and high paying increasing.  The loss of agricultural jobs that started in 1712 

is all but complete with <2% of the workforce in those positions (Johnston, 2012).  At the same 

time, the elimination of blue-collar manufacturing and industrial roles began with an increase in 

white-collar work. 

The next transformation is the automation of white-collar work and the continued 

elimination of manufacturing and industrial roles.  Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Robotic 

Process Automation (RPA) are the catalysts for this change which will affect the types and 

quality of work available, the skills needed by workers and employee satisfaction (King, et al., 

2017).  Just as previous transitions saw a shift in people who worked with their hands and then 

their head, this transformation will see an increase in people who will work with their hearts.  

The transformation over the next 20 years will be pervasive, affecting all white-collar businesses 

along with government, education and health / medical (King, et al., 2017).  Businesses need to 

develop strategies to transform their workforce and compete for the best employees, educational 

institutions need to adjust their curriculum to meet the changing needs of business and 

government needs to plan for a massive disruption to the workforce.  

Statement of the Problem 

The prior automation transformations resulted in prosperity and growth for society in that 

both people and businesses prospered.  The result of the 3rd automation transformation, driven 

by artificial intelligence will be similar.  In order for a company to prosper during this time, they 

need to understand what it takes to manage the changing environment and lead the business, 

employees and customers through the change.  More than ever, effective change leadership (CL) 

will be needed because without it, companies will fail to compete and will fade into history. 
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Purpose of the Study 

The main purpose of this research is to highlight the need for long term strategies for 

businesses especially the white-collar workforce.  Businesses will see a shift to more complex 

jobs as IA automates more and more tasks (Kerr & Palano, 2021).  Human resource departments 

will need strategies to develop and retain employees who have the skills to manage increased 

complexities.  Business need to develop a workforce that excels at problem solving and 

managing exceptions over employees who excel at processing high volumes of orders.  People 

will be needed who can get various types of robots and systems to interact and work together 

(Chui, et al., 2016).  IA Centers of Excellence (COE) should be created to act as a consultant to 

the business leaders by identifying and assessing tasks and processes to automate (Anagnoste, 

2018).  Change leadership will be needed to effectively manage change that is occurring as well 

as avoid change saturation.  In a 2013 study, nearly 75% of businesses were past or near the 

saturation point for change (Harrington, 2014).  At this point they struggle to achieve their 

desired return on investment in automation.  

 An additional purpose is to bring awareness to educational institutions that curriculum 

will need to evolve to support changing workforce skills.  In 1900 the typical American had the 

equivalent of an 8th grade education (Autor, 2015).  As agriculture jobs declined and 

manufacturing increased, people recognized that this level of education would be inadequate.  

The U.S. responded by becoming the first country to deliver universal high school education 

(Autor, 2015).  Change needs to occur to adapt to the requirements IA.    Besides the obvious 

need for technical roles such as software developers and RPA programmers, automation will 

create other needs (Chui, et al., 2016).  Virtual and remote work teams are becoming more 

common.  Traditional on-campus students need to develop the skillsets required to work online 
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and remotely.  Growing demand for effective stewards of change and the ability to work on 

project team conducting a change initiative has created a need for change leadership skills.  The 

ability to better utilize technology and interpret information has placed a high demand on data 

scientists and data mining skills among workers (King, et al., 2017).  Finally, “the White House’s 

Office of Science and Technology Policy has identified advanced manufacturing as a key 

technology area” (Anid, 2018).  As the primary source for training and recruiting advanced 

manufacturing workers, colleges and universities need to continually adjust their curriculum in 

this area. 

Significance and Implications of the Study 

The significance of the study resides within its ability to highlight the dramatic change 

that will occur so businesses, schools and government can prepare for it.  Automation brings a 

variety of challenges and issues.  While there are emerging industries and jobs, there are also 

industry and job eliminations that bring increased levels of anxiety among workers.  Wage 

pressure can create economic shifts and imbalances in the population (Autor, 2015).  Worker 

skills may not initially match the needs of the business requiring retraining or delays (Rainie & 

Anderson, 2017).  Worker stress can increase and will reduce some of the benefits of automation 

that include productivity, speed and accuracy.  Even though most of the difficulties that will 

occur can be managed, the speed of the change will be more challenging that the previous two 

transformations. 

When transformation occurred over several hundred years, businesses, government and 

educational institutions were able to keep up with the changing requirements.  With AI, change 

will occur more rapidly, becoming increasingly difficult to respond to the changing environment.  

Businesses often will proceed with automation without workers who have the necessary skills for 
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the changing positions (Autor, 2015).  Educational institutions evolved in order to provide more 

creative ways to deliver training and education.  However, there is a growing concern that they 

will not be able to adequately provide the training required for a rapidly changing workforce and 

business environment (Rainie & Anderson, 2017).  This can create more anxiety if people fear 

their skills will not be relevant in the future (Autor, 2015).  It will be important for business, the 

economy, and people, that solutions are developed to meet the changing skill needs of the 

workforce. 

Methodology 

The primary method of approach will consist of a secondary data analysis of research 

relevant to the topic presented.  Literature and research will be obtained from scholarly and peer 

reviewed academic journals and educator that have published credible research papers.  

Information analyzed will be specific to job displacement, effectiveness of IA change initiatives 

and wage impacts of AI automation.  Further research information and statistics will be obtained 

from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.  The research obtained from various resources will 

provide background on historical work automation transformations along with the successes and 

failures of those events.  It will support the issues highlighted previously and the arguments 

made for recommended actions. 

Research Contributions 

This research project will provide a specific contribution to business and change leaders 

by providing strategies used by successful organizations that are managing similar changes.  It 

will include case study research on best practices being implemented by companies along with 

awareness of potential pitfalls.  The paper will use current data and research to highlight ways 

that companies can be more effective in their intelligent automation initiatives by utilizing the 
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skills and experience of their current workforce while preparing a future where the work and 

workers look different.  Additionally, the research paper will provide information necessary to 

direct and support collaborations by business advocacy groups and educational institutions.  By 

highlighting the need for strategy sharing, the educational institutions will develop students with 

skillsets that can quickly impact the changing business climate. 

 

Literature Review 

History of automation 

Mechanical automation has evolved since 1712.   There have been three transformations 

where human labor was made easier, was replaced and the need for new labor created.  The 

Great Transformation, the Services Transformation and most recently the Artificial Intelligence 

Transformation which the global community is currently experiencing.  During these 

transformations, jobs and industries were eliminated, transformed and created.  Another way to 

look at it, machines have created social and economic change for people who worked with the 

hands, their head and their heart.  What has remained consistent is the need for change 

leadership.  When executed poorly, worker unrest during change has led to supply disruptions, 

violence and chaos.  When handled effectively, change occurred with minimum turmoil allowing 

business and industries to quickly benefit from automation advancements. 

The Great Transformation 

The first transformation, called the Great Transformation by Hexter and Polanyi (1945) 

was a mechanical transformation that occurred from 1712 to 1973.  It was a period that saw the 

growth of manufacturing and the decline of agriculture as a means of employment.  The initial 

date is important because it is the advent of the steam engine (Baldwin, 2019).  Steam power led 

to the industrial revolution by enabling time consuming and labor-intensive work to be done 
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more quickly.  The importance of the steam engine cannot be understated.  It led to an explosion 

in human development and population as seen in Figure 1.   

    

Figure 1. Human population growth. From The Second Machine Age by Brynjolfsson & 

McAfee, 2014, W.W. Norton & Company. Copyright 2014 Eric Brynjolfsson and 

Andrew McAfee 

This transformation was a period when labor and machines were complementary and most 

machines were designed to support the worker.   This time period encompassed the first and 

second Industrial Revolutions.  It was a period when people migrated from the countryside to the 

cities (Allen, 2005).  Agriculture jobs declined while at the same time jobs in manufacturing 

were created.  The rise in manufacturing jobs increased the importance of the worker and led to 

narrowing of the economic gap between the worker and the owner. 

During this transformation, machines were designed to help people with their labor.  

People who worked with their hands became important in the manufacturing process.  There 
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were abuses by business leaders, but the importance of the worker eventually led to worker 

protections, laws and increased wealth.  The introduction of machines did not make all human 

labor obsolete.  It increased the overall need for labor and the employment to population ratio 

increased (Autor, 2015).  Yet, along with the creation of work in some industries came the 

elimination in others. 

The steam engine led to advancements in the agricultural process which created greater 

food production to support a growing human population.  The increase in population became the 

labor for manufacturing industries.  The percentage of population employed in agriculture 

declined while at the same time employment in manufacturing increased.  “In 1900, 41 percent 

of the US workforce was employed in agriculture; by 2000, that share had fallen to 2 percent” 

(Autor, 2015, p. 5).  The workforce migrated away from agriculture and towards manufacturing 

and service industries. 

The Services Transformation 

If the steam engine was the catalyst for the first transformation, the microprocessor 

computer chip became the catalyst for the second.  The second automation wave (Services 

Transformation) began in 1970 and continued until 2010.  In 1973, the first microprocessor 

computer chip was patented (Mazor, 1995).  This led to the invention of calculators, computers 

and robots.  Where the steam engine enabled the beginning of globalization, the computer chip 

led to an acceleration in globalization.  In addition to increased velocity in the transportation of 

goods, information and ideas were now traded at light speed.  The increased speed of 

globalization led to a decrease in manufacturing labor in some countries and an increase in 

manufacturing labor in others.  For example, the percent of population involved in 

manufacturing in the US peaked in the 1950s and has declined ever since.  Its decline increased 

in speed in the 1970s with the advent of the microprocessor.  This trend is the same for all 
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industrialized nations (Brynjolfsson & McAfee, 2014).  This was a result of a shift in 

manufacturing labor to other countries through globalization and reducing the labor needed in 

manufacturing through robotics. 

If the Great Transformation was about enabling people who work with their hands, the 

Services Transformation was about enabling people who work with their heads.  This 

transformation resulted in machines replacing manual labor and an increase in occupations 

requiring people to work with their heads (Baldwin, 2019).  As shown in Figure 2, the 

percentage of laborers involved in the service sector increased whereas the agriculture and 

manufacturing sectors decreased (Johnston, 2012).  This led to a widening in the economic gap 

between manual laborers and the white-collar laborers (Baldwin, 2019) with a greater need for 

office and other service sector employees. 

Figure 2: From “History lessons: Understanding the decline in manufacturing”, by L 

Johnston, 2012, MinnPost. Copyright 2012 by MinnPost. 
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The Artificial Intelligence Transformation 

The third transformation has begun with the advent of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and 

Robotic Process Automation (RPA).  RPA “is an umbrella term for tools that operate on the user 

interface of other computer systems in the way a human would do” (Aalst, et al., 2018, p. 269).  

Essentially, RPA performs predictable tasks acts for the office just as a robot performed 

predictable tasks for manufacturing.  In the 1970s, computers replaced those who worked with 

their hands and rewarded those who worked with their heads.  Since 2010, AI is replacing people 

who work with their heads and rewarding those who work with their hearts (Baldwin, 2019).  

These are people who can connect others on an emotional level.  AI will have as much of an 

impact on society as electricity had over 100 years ago (“Why AI is the ‘new electricity”, 2017).  

This will lead to another shift in the skillset and capabilities of workers.  This also has the 

potential for continued disruption of the economic balance because of employment polarization 

between high and low skilled workers.  However, some have argued that this will not occur and 

there will be an increase in middle-skill jobs (Autor, 2018).  Regardless, there will be a shift in 

job tasks and skills needed to do those that will require change leadership. 

Challenges with Work Automation 

Automation brings a variety of challenges and issues for both the individual worker and 

the business.  Worker stress and anxiety increase with work changes, wage changes and job 

eliminations.  Employees may find that their skills do not match the needs of the work 

environment which affects both the individual and the business.  The complexity of roles often 

increases which some workers view as a positive and others a negative.  Uncertainty brings a 

lack of control over future goals to employees.  The increase in worker stress will reduce some of 

the benefits of automation by negatively impacting productivity, speed and accuracy.  Businesses 

that only focus on the automation of work and don’t address the change needed in the skills of 
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the worker also don’t fully benefit from the change.  The rapid pace of change can also lead to 

change saturation where a business does not reap all the benefits of change.  Most of these issues 

can be mitigated or eliminated with a focus on change leadership. 

From the beginning of the automation transformation, workers have felt threatened by the 

loss of jobs that automation brings.  The Luddite movement in the 1800s was a reaction to the 

increasing textile industry in England and the use of machines.  Followers of Ned Ludd attacked 

mills and destroyed machinery and property.  They were reacting to a loss in employment as a 

result of automating the textile processes (Brynjolfsson & McAfee, 2014).  In a more recent 

example, port workers went on strike in reaction to the desire to make the Port of Los Angeles 

more efficient through automation (Park, et al., 2018).  As automation moves into AI some 

analysts predict that more job could be lost than gained (Rainie & Anderson, 2017).    Although, 

many note that this has been the underlying belief at the beginning of all transformations and 

eventually employment levels and jobs increase (Autor, 2015).  This will create stress and 

anxiety among the work force that can negatively impact the business unless it is addressed. 

Job elimination or change also adds to anxiety by impacting the financial security of the 

worker.  As noted earlier, the first transformation brought about a closing of the economic gap 

between upper and lower workers in the economy.  Skilled people were needed to operate the 

machinery and were considered a scarce resource so they were paid accordingly (Autor, 2015).  

The 2nd wave of automation led to a migration from manual labor to mental labor which 

impacted blue collar workers.  There was also a migration of manual labor from industrialized 

countries to developing nations.  This increased the job and wage gap between blue-collar and 

white-collar jobs in industrialized countries.  At the same time, it closed the economic gap 

between workers in developing countries and industrialized countries (Autor, 2015).  IA will 
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continue this trend in the 3rd transformation as more work, both manually and mentally, is 

performed by robots.  This places an increased focus on highly skilled and relationship focused 

white collar roles.   

What will be different with the 3rd wave of automation is the impact to the white-collar 

roles.  Increasing effectiveness of RPA will enable a wider range of white-collar work to be 

automated.  Combining machine learning and robotic process automation has enabled business to 

automate more than 50% of tasks (Berruti, et al., 2017).  Walmart was able to eliminate 7,000 

store accounting and invoicing positions through automation.  These were some of the higher 

paying and most coveted positions at the store level (Nassauer, 2016).  Leadership emphasized 

that they want people working with customers, not working in the back-office.  This change 

becomes both a productivity improvement and salary cost savings for the business.  It creates 

stress for the worker, especially when their skills working in the back-office don’t necessarily 

align with the needed skills of a worker who engages with customers. 

As work changes, the skills that made someone effective in their position may not be 

what is needed to make them effective in the future.  Worker skills may not initially match the 

needs of the business requiring retraining or delays (Rainie & Anderson, 2017).  Some workers 

won’t be able to develop the new skills needed.  Others will be able to with training.  Often the 

worker simply needs time to develop the necessary skills needed to excel.  As mentioned, when 

transformation occurred over several hundred years, businesses and educational institutions were 

able to keep up with the changing requirements.  Rapid change in new skills will require rapid 

response to delivery of training and education.  Educational institutions need to evolve the 

delivery of training and education required by business and industry.  There is a growing concern 

that they will not be able to adequately provide the training required for a changing workforce 
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(Rainie & Anderson, 2017).  However, as Rainie and Anderson note, the Pew Research Center 

found that 70% of respondents in a survey were still optimistic that new educational and training 

programs will emerge to fill the gap needed by business and industry.  This optimism does not 

eliminate the anxiety people fear when workers believe their skills will not be relevant in the 

future (Autor, 2015).  It will be important for the business, the economy and the people that 

solutions are developed to meet the changing skill needs of the workforce. 

Roles often become more complex and difficult causing not only a misalignment of 

worker skills but a dissatisfaction in their job.  RPA can conduct repetitive, labor-intensive 

white-collar tasks like data collection and entry far more quickly and accurately than their human 

counterparts” (“Are You Ready for RPA?”, 2018).  A recent study by McKinsey & Company 

(Chui et al., 2015) determined that only about 5% of occupations will be able to be entirely 

automated.  However, 60% of jobs will be able to have 30% of their tasks automated.  Frequent, 

repetitive and predictable tasks in the office are ideal candidates for automation (Lin, 2018).  

Figure 3 shows how tasks requiring heavy human interaction or tasks needing to be handled in an 

infrequent or exceptional manner will still need to be performed by humans. 
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Figure 3: From “Robotic process automation”, by W. Aalst, M. Bichler & P. Heinzl, 

2018, Business & Information Systems Engineering, Copyright 2018 by Aalst, Bichler 

and Heinzl. 

What begins to occur is the automation paradox (Bainbridge, 1983).  As more work is 

automated, the work that remains becomes increasingly critical.  In the example of an airline 

pilot, tasks are continuing to be automated and those tasks that remain for pilots become critical.  

The airline industry may get to a point where take off and landings are automated, but 

emergency situations where the pilot needs to land in the Hudson River will remain critical.  

Some workers will embrace an increase in complexity and accountability but not all workers feel 

the same (Horton et al., 2018).  In addition to a challenge for the worker, the automation paradox 

creates a challenge for business.  Often the repeatable tasks are how the worker creates 

familiarity with the system or process.  This familiarity provides the foundation to manage 

extraordinary situations.  Automating the familiar creates a skills gap in worker training.  
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Businesses need to create ways workers can gain the skills need to manage the unfamiliar or 

infrequent. 

Change saturation and fatigue can be a very real risk with digital initiatives.  Often the 

opportunities to automate processes are so great in an organization that a company looks to 

implement change after change at a very rapid pace.  People grow fatigued by the rate and pace 

of change and the company’s change initiatives don’t mature (Harrington, 2014).  Change 

initiatives don’t have an opportunity to fully establish their results before additional change is 

implemented.  If initiatives are not achieving full potential, then the organization doesn’t receive 

its full return on investment.  In a 2013 study, nearly 75% of businesses were past of near the 

saturation point for change (Creasy, n.d.).  As more businesses implement IA this number will 

increase without an effective change plan. 

The rate of change can also create systems that are developed but unable to share 

information.  Businesses often have multiple platforms for operations, human resources, 

purchasing, finance and accounting.  Elon Musk calls it “production hell” when trying to get 

various types of robots and systems to interact and work together (Baldwin, 2019).  Data sets are 

often unique and not easily shared across systems.  The interaction of this data has been where 

humans have excelled in the past and where robots will be able to process more efficiently and 

effectively…assuming they can interpret the data.   

Benefits of Work Automation 

Automation provides benefits and challenges to the individual worker, the business and 

the customer.  As noted earlier, an explosion in the human population occurred with the 

development of the steam engine and the beginning of automation.  This led to the first industrial 

revolution and growth in industries needed to support the increasing population.  As automation 
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continues, it brings diversity, complexity and an increase in available jobs.  Employees see 

improved job satisfaction with an increase in task complexity and accountability.  They also have 

new job opportunities and improved safety.  Businesses experience improved productivity, 

increased speed and accuracy of production, innovation and lower costs.  Customers receive an 

enhanced customer experience, faster service and more accurate information.  These benefits 

have led to an aggregate increase in global prosperity for humans (Brynjolfsson & McAfee, 

2014).  The value of automation is why people continue to pursue it. 

The benefits of automation for employees are often overlooked.  A survey of businesses 

found that employee satisfaction was not in the top 3 reasons to implement IA.  Understanding 

the benefits for employees is important for change leadership.  It is also important for 

profitability because it can reduce costs associated with employee turnover (Horton, et al., 2018).  

The main benefits for employees are improved job satisfaction through increased accountability 

and complexity of tasks, new role opportunities and improved workplace safety. 

Artificial intelligence automates manual, repetitive and routine tasks leaving complex and 

diverse work to be performed by people.  Non-routine tasks will be the competitive advantage 

for humans over machines for the foreseeable future.  (Mckay, et al., 2019).  This will result in 

how work is perceived by people and makes the work less machine-like and more human 

(Mckay, et al., 2019).  The pharmaceutical company AstraZeneca automated much of the manual 

work associated with logging 100,000 adverse effects annually.  By automating the manual work 

associated with follow-up, it freed up the employees to focus on more value-added activities.  

This improved employee job satisfaction which they measured through retention.  It also 

improved safety compliance and expanded their audit trail (Horton, et al., 2018).  Improving 

satisfaction by making the work more complex and less routine is not surprising.  According to 
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“the cognitive evaluation theory, job and task characteristics influence motivation. If employees 

are satisfied with their jobs, they will be motivated to perform better. This is because complex 

tasks give employees a sense of achievement, self-efficacy, and autonomy”.  (Jung, et al., 2020, 

p. 6).  A satisfied and motivated workforce will also benefit the customer and the business. 

Workers also benefit from automation because there will be increased jobs and 

opportunities.  As discussed, there are many cases where jobs are eliminated and work has 

changed.  However, in general automation has led to a growth in employment.  Although 

unemployment fluctuates, the employment-to-population has continued to rise since the 

beginning of the first transformation (Autor, 2015).  This applies to blue-collar and white-collar 

work alike.  Personal computers displaced nearly 3.5 million jobs since 1970 but they also 

created nearly 19 million new jobs (Manyika, 2019).  Lower skilled workers and those with less 

education may face a reduction in employment opportunities.  However, demand for highly 

skilled workers will increase (Arntz, et al., 2016).  This creates new employment opportunities 

and a competitive wage market.  People who are highly skilled and work comfortably with 

technology will remain in demand.  They will have new opportunities and work environments in 

which to choose from (Manyika et al., 2017).  It will be important for workers to prepare for 

change and develop a diverse personal portfolio of skills and qualifications in order to thrive in 

the new work environment. 

Another important benefit of work automation for employees has been an improvement 

in working conditions, safety and environmental cleanliness.  Automation enables machines to 

perform dangerous and repetitive tasks (Chinniah, 2006).  This can create an overall safer and 

more worker friendly environment.  However, this safety does not come automatically.  Chinniah 

(2006) notes that hazards must be identified, eliminated or mitigated. Safety processes need to be 
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developed and followed.  Adequate worker training must be performed and reinforced.  

Although safety is often associated with blue-collar work, it is important in the office as well.  

Repetitive hand and wrist movements contribute to work-place discomfort (Mani, et al., 2016).  

Automation of routine and repetitive tasks will create a safer and more pleasant working 

environment. 

Artificial intelligence can also improve safety by identifying poor worker actions and 

forecast safety events.  Businesses can then develop processes to prevent safety issues and 

correct employee behavior.  An example of this is the use of AI in semi-trucks.  Connecting AI 

with forward facing cameras, allows companies to assess behaviors of truck drivers.  GetGo 

Transportation integrated a system in its fleet of 44 drivers (“Utilizing artificial intelligence to 

humanize analytics for maximum efficiency”, 2020).  Not only does it help driver leaders correct 

risky behavior, it has also helped when their vehicles are involved in crashes at no fault of their 

drivers.  Using Artificial Intelligence like this promotes a culture of safety for trucking 

companies.  It prevents costly accidents and benefits society with safer vehicles operating on the 

road. 

Most benefits of automation will focus on the business.  This is logical because the 

company is making the investment and needs to ensure a strong financial return on IA.  

Companies are looking across their organizations and seeing opportunities everywhere to 

automate work including operations (77%), customer service (63%), decision support (62%), IT 

(61%) and finance (53%) (Harvard Business Review, 2019).  Although most people think about 

headcount reduction as an obvious strategy, only 22% of executives indicated that reducing head 

count is a primary goal (Davenport & Ronanki, 2018).  Intelligent Automation provides 

productivity improvements that allow a company to reduce costs and deploy the workforce to 
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more value-added activities.  It improves speed and accuracy of operations and allows a 

company to strengthen existing markets or grow into new markets. 

Business experience productivity improvements with IA because of the continual 

processing IA can do over humans, the reduction in errors and the speed at which IA can work.  

It is estimated that automation could raise global productivity growth 0.8% to 1.4% annually (“A 

future that works: automation, employment and productivity”, 2017).  Many examples will be in 

routine and repetitive tasks.  A financial agency that processed 160,000 funds transfer annually 

experienced significant productivity improvement.  Each transfer was over 150 keystrokes and 

took 8-10 min per transaction.  Once they fully implement process automation, they will save 

20,000 hours of just processing time with greater accuracy and less error correction (Mancher, et 

al., 2018).  The Australian Post has over 4000 post offices.  They automated their accounting 

processes with 120 robots, saving 18,000 hours and reducing costs 15% (Osman, 2019).  These 

productivity improvements are needed by companies to remain profitable and grow with the 

marketplace. 

As mentioned, error reduction has an impact on productivity, but it also impacts speed of 

operations.  This speed can translate to more orders, faster follow-up and quicker decisions.  The 

Federal Bank in India must merge and process thousands of records a day.  When they 

automated the process, the robots were able to do as many records in an hour (250) as an 

employee could do in a single day (Osman, 2019).  Automating the aggregation of large amounts 

of data enables companies to make tactical decisions that they otherwise would not be able to do 

(Kerr & Palano, 2021).  A company that does credit analysis could process results 15x faster than 

humans with almost no errors (Jesuthasan & Boudreau, 2019).   Another example of the benefits 

of speed would be in the trucking industry and the use of load boards.  In a traditional load 
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board, someone at the customer posts available freight for others at trucking companies to bid 

on.  Automated Programming Interface (API) has allowed the customer and the trucking 

companies to connect their systems directly to each other (“Load boards evolve”, 2018).  Instead 

of people posting and bidding, the system does it.  On any given day there could be 60,000 loads 

on Truckstop.com.  The API provides a competitive advantage to a trucking company by bidding 

on loads almost as fast as they come in, beating out competitors who don’t use an API (“Load 

boards evolve”, 2018).  Speed and accuracy can provide the ability for companies to venture into 

new markets and/or increase market share. 

Artificial Intelligence enables companies to develop new products and grow existing 

markets.  When companies combine the speed of data aggregation, along with the ability to focus 

decision making, vast opportunities for product and services development are created (ITU, 

2018).  An example a of company using AI to develop new products would be Nike creating a 

new shoe with the capabilities and the marketing they previously had not considered.  Another 

example is Coke using AI to develop Cherry Sprite (Kerr & Palano, 2021).  Coke used data 

collected from self-service soft drink fountains that allows customers to select their own flavors 

(Marr, 2017).  Marr went on to describe how Coke is going to enhance the machines by building 

in a virtual assistant that allows further personalization of the customer experience.  AI provides 

unprecedented pattern recognition by accepting broader ranges of data to infer insight in 

consumer markets (Kerr & Palano, 2021).  Coke uses their ability to collect and analyze data 

across social media in order to understand who is currently using their product, where and how it 

is being used (Marr, 2017).  This not only allows a business to develop deeper market 

penetration but can enhance the customer experience. 
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In addition to impacts on the worker and the business, RPA and AI will impact the 

customer and their experience with the product or service.  Changes to the customer experience 

may be either apparent or invisible.  RPA has the potential to respond to customer electronic 

inquiries faster and more accurately than people.  Many consumers experience the use of chat 

bots which provide online assistance to customers.  Their ability to use the natural language of an 

audience to respond to inquiries and then interface with the correct operating systems are 

becoming more common (Kerr & Palano, 2021).  Chat bots are now being used by businesses for 

back-office processes such as HR.  They can automate the entire recruiting process from 

screening candidates to job offer or rejection (Sheth, 2018).  Sheth describes how some 

companies are also using chat bots to automate internal HR activities, providing employees with 

faster response to many questions.  There are operational uses for chat bots as well.  According 

to Kevin LaCombe, Director of Customer Service, Schneider implemented a load tracking 

response system for customers who were looking to know where their freight was located.  

Previously the customer would send an email with a load or reference number and a customer 

service (CS) representative would research and respond.  The response was automated with IA 

so a robot reviews the email, finds the latest polling location of the truck and responds back with 

an email.  The system worked so well that the only indication the email was system generated 

was the lightning fast speed of response (K. LaCombe, personal communication, March 3, 2021).  

In this case their initial goal was accuracy.  They managed to achieve speed as well while freeing 

up CS for more value-added activities.  

There will be more visible benefits from IA for customers.  As mentioned earlier, more 

technical tasks of a doctor are being automated.  AI can aide in the detection of cancers and in 

less than a decade they went from predicting faster and more accurate melanoma detection than 
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doctors (Herman, 2012) to the development of systems that are as accurate but faster and more 

consistent (Kerr & Palano, 2021).  Surgeries will also be automated and/or performed remotely 

by select professionals operating a robot locally (“Squeezing out the doctor”, 2012).  This will 

increase the importance of the medical professional that has strong relationship skills.  What may 

occur is a reduction in doctors and an increase in nurses and nurse-practitioners (NP).  Both the 

nurse and the NP roles have traditionally emphasized the relationship with the patient so they 

develop the working with the heart skills.  Consumers will need to become more comfortable 

receiving medical consultation from someone other than their doctor.  One potential benefit of 

the change would be availability and the speed at which nurses and NPs can be trained.  Both 

occupations require fewer years of education and practical application than doctors. 

Overview of Kotter’s 8-step Change Leadership Process 

An effective change leadership strategy will ensure that the company achieves maximum 

benefit from implementation of IA initiatives and programs.  At a high level, the change 

leadership required for IA is the same as any technical or process change in the organization.  

There are many ways to approach CL depending on the business, industry and corporate culture.  

Whether a company is using Kotter’s 8-step Change Model, the ADKAR model, General 

Electric’s Change Acceleration Process (CAP) or McKinsey’s 7-S Model, people are the leaders 

and activators of change not the model (Galli, 2018).  Leadership needs to actively support the 

change, leaders need to manage change leadership and communication throughout is critical 

(Galli, 2018).  This paper focuses on John Kotter’s 8-step program described in his book Leading 

Change (1996).  This somewhat linear process is as follows: 

• Create sense of urgency 

• Build a core coalition 

• Develop and for a strategic vision 

• Communicate and share vision plans 
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• Empower employees to act on the vision 

• Generate short term wins 

• Consolidate gains and produce more change 

• Initiate and set new changes 

Specific application of Kotter’s 8-step model will be discussed later in the paper.  This is 

an overview of the steps and how they make change leadership more effective.  The first step is 

creating a sense of urgency.  It instills in all employees a sense of the need to “wake up every 

morning determined to find some action they can take in their day to move toward the 

opportunity” (Kotter, 2012, p. 51). 

The second step is building and evolving a coalition of people throughout the 

organization.  The coalition provided institutional knowledge about the company’s processes and 

operations.  They also are crucial in developing and executing the communication plan.  This 

team reinforces the critical messages and the sense of urgency about the change. 

  Change will not be effective if people don’t know where the company is going.  

Forming a change vision provides the roadmap for those working directly on the initiatives.  It 

also reinforces why the company is changing and helps all employees begin the process of letting 

go of the past and moving to the future.  

 Communicating the vision is step 4 and is crucial “because if not handled properly, there 

could be fundamental resistance from employees” (Galli, 2018, p. 127).  This reinforces the 

important work the project teams are doing and enlists the rest of the company in the change 

initiative.  

Empowering employees gives those involved in the change permission to take chances 

and try new things.  There will be roadblocks along the way that they will need leadership to 

help remove so they can be successful.  It is the freedom to attempt and achieve great things. 
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Generating short term wins is the sixth step.  This creates momentum in the company and 

makes the vision of the future real.  In his book Accelerate, Kotter elaborates that this step is 

confirmation that the company’s decisions and actions are providing benefit to the company 

(2014).  Celebrating the wins will also buoy the volunteer army and add new recruits (Kotter, 

2012).  These wins will be used as momentum for step 7.   

In step 7, the company uses the wins to not get complacent and push further towards the 

strategic vision, often taking on more difficult initiatives.  The wins up to this point can fund 

additional projects and the new recruits add to the resources needed to make the entire project 

successful.  In the final step, the organization anchors the change into the corporate culture, and 

this becomes the new normal.  Companies can use Kotter’s 8-step process as the framework to 

ensure successful implementation of IA initiatives. 

 

Discussion 

There are multiples strategies that should be considered when leading through AI change.  

Companies need to recognize the challenges with IA and implement change leadership in order 

to most effectively transform the work in their organization.  The company should select a 

change leadership model such as Kotter’s 8-step as their foundation.  If they already have a 

formal CL process, companies need to consider updating their CL strategies and processes to 

incorporate the change nuance that IA brings.  They can consider the development of an IA 

Center of Excellence (COE).  This can be a stand-alone team or employees in an existing COE 

that specialize in IA.  Businesses should assess change fatigue in their organization and continue 

to monitor for change saturation.  Strategic initiatives should include downtime in between 

projects to allow processes to burn-in.  Addressing these strategies will be an important part of a 

successful IA program. 
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Change Leadership Model 

The capabilities of AI and RPA are new to the business community.  They are not 

something with decades of case studies that companies can turn to for a road map to implement 

their own programs.  In a recent survey, 44% of leaders said the biggest obstacle to being 

successful will be how to apply AI to their organization (Harvard Business Review, 2019).  

Fortunately, as companies develop their IA strategy, they can use Kotter’s 8-step model to 

maximize the effectiveness.  Looking at some of the challenges with implementing IA, it is clear 

these initiatives would benefit from the steps in Kotter’s model. 

Kotter discusses the importance of developing a strategic vision.  It is an anchor point for 

project teams working on IA initiatives.  It creates the framework for communication, and it can 

engage employees on the future the company is working towards.  Understanding and 

communicating the impact to the workforce is needed for all visions.  In almost every 

implementation of IA, humans are working in conjunction with robots because experts believe it 

is essential to pair AI with people (Harvard Business Review, 2019).  Google’s content 

moderator is a combination of AI and people.  They estimate that 83% of extremist uploads were 

caught and removed by AI and the remaining 17% required people.  This is both an important 

strategy for the company to consider and an important message to share with employees.  If the 

company is one of the 78% who’s long term goal is not about head count reduction, 

communicating this will provide some comfort to employees (Davenport & Ronanki, 2018).   

It is important for the leaders of a company to know how they want to use AI for 

automation and to do it.  There is a gap between “ambition and execution” (Ransbotham, et al., 

2017, p. 1).  They found 85% of companies believe that AI will provide a competitive advantage 

in the marketplace and yet, only 39% of companies have developed a strategy for it.  Not only 
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does a company need to develop a vision and strategy, they need to quantify that vision 

(Deloitte).  A key will be to avoid unrealistic expectations (Hickman & Swisher, 2020).  Develop 

a strategy that creates stretch goals but is also realistic enough to be achieved.  Once the strategy 

is developed it needs to be communicated with the entire organization. 

   Kotter also discusses communicating and sharing vision plans.  The need for 

communication goes beyond just sharing the vision and is woven into many of the other steps in 

his model.  Communication will occur whether it is from leaders and the project team or gossip 

amongst employees.  Communication that is thoughtful, straightforward and uses common 

language in its messaging is easier to absorb by people because it feels honest and familiar 

(Hickman & Swisher, 2020).  Well thought out communication will prompt people to discuss it 

without the same hesitancy and cynicism that often happens with poorly developed messages 

(Kotter, 2014).  As noted earlier, fear about job eliminations creates anxiety among employees 

and affects productivity.    Recognizing this, leaders need to continue to tie into the long-term 

vision, connecting it to why it is important and focus on the improved work e3nvironment for 

people. 

Short term wins can maintain momentum in an organization.  There will be a lot of initial 

excitement by the project team and the employees in the company.  Creating short term wins and 

celebrating them demonstrates the importance of the change effort.  It also provides financial 

justification for larger initiatives.  They key is to start small and focus on something manageable 

(Mancher, et al., 2018).  AI is new to most organizations and small manageable projects allow 

everyone in the organization to get used to the new normal.  If there are no wins being generated 

that can be useful feedback that something is wrong (Kotter, 2014).  Like other steps in Kotter’s 
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process, wins engage associates, help the company avoid complacency and demonstrate the 

strategic vision is attainable. 

Intelligent Automation Center of Excellence 

Organizational centers of excellence (COE) have become more common in recent years, 

in part because of the rapid pace of technical change in a company.  COEs provide the 

governance needed for an IA program.  It will be important to establish the governance process 

early in the program.  It may seem odd to do so, but change occurs rapidly and having the 

structure in place will be beneficial (Mancher, et al., 2018).  Moore and Birkinshaw (1998) noted 

that a COE performs 3 functions for an organization.  First, a COE is established in areas that 

have strategic importance in the organization.  This bolsters those areas and provides visibility to 

the strategic nature of the area.  Second, the heart of the COEs are employees with leading-edge 

knowledge about specific areas in the organization.  They are responsible to continually update 

their knowledge.  Finally, COEs need to leverage and transfer their knowledge into the 

organization.  In addition, the COE can then be used to understand the integration of the 

initiatives, manage the change leadership and act as a resource to the stakeholders.   

The business needs to decide how the COE will support the organization.  A company 

should choose whether to integrate an IA COE within an existing COE, create a shared service 

COE or have individual IA COE for different business units.  This will depend in large part to 

size and structure of the company (Mancher, et al., 2018).  Many organizations already have an 

established a COE so they can incorporate employees with knowledge of IA into the COE.  This 

structure works well especially if the company is starting slow.  As automation initiatives grow 

in size, scope and amount, they can develop a stand-alone IA center of excellence for the 

business. 
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The COE would perform specific tasks as it relates to IA.  They would act as a consultant 

to the business leaders by identifying and assessing tasks and processes to automate (Anagnoste, 

2018).  Anagnoste further notes that they could perform the engineering and testing for the RPA, 

develop key operational and financial metrics, monitor results and provide on-going support to 

the business.  A COE needs the intimate knowledge about how the work is being done in order to 

ensure the systems support the requirements of the business.  This will put them in a unique 

position to assess optimal tasks to automate and provide change leadership support with 

associates.  The COE can consult on the implementation approach for projects (Mancher et al., 

2018).  Having visibility to all projects will put the COE in a position to understand if too many 

actions are being undertaken at once. 

Change Saturation 

Change saturation and fatigue can be a very real risk with digital initiatives.  Often the 

opportunities to automate processes are so great in an organization that a company looks to 

implement change after change at a very rapid pace.  Change saturation does not just affect 

individuals who grow fatigued by the rate and pace of change, it affects the organization and 

initiatives as well (Harrington, 2014).  Change initiatives that don’t have an opportunity to fully 

establish their results before additional change is implemented are at risk for project failure and 

loss of confidence in the strategic vision.  If initiatives are not achieving full potential, then the 

organization doesn’t receive its full return on investment.  This often will lead to a closing of the 

program or large restructuring during a leadership change.  Demonstrated value prevents this 

scrutiny.  In a 2013 study, nearly 75% of businesses were past or near the saturation point for 

change (Creasy, n.d.).  As more businesses implement IA, the number will increase without an 

effective change plan. 
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In order to minimize change fatigue, businesses need to assess the readiness for change.  

This is another ideal activity for the COE to become engaged.  Employees cope with negative 

emotions by looking to reduce them while enhancing positive ones (Fugate, et al., 2008).  An 

employee who is mentally burned out will be less productive as they look for ways to occupy 

their time with stress free activities.  In addition to watching for change saturation, business need 

to build change resiliency and change capacity (Bernerth, et al., 2011).  This is most important in 

a company or part of a company that has not experienced a lot change.  It limits the amount of 

change in certain areas.  If an organization has 2 overlapping initiatives, it would be prudent to 

provide time in between implementation cycles in order for the change to solidify. 

Preparing for the New Workforce 

IA will bring new jobs and workers will need to be trained differently to thrive in the new 

work environment.  An analysis of 1500 companies that have implemented IA found that new 

roles could be classified into 3 types, trainers, explainers and sustainers (Wilson et al., 2017).  

Trainers are the workers who are building the systems and performing the data science.  They are 

enabling AI to interact on a more human level.  For example, Yahoo engineers have managed to 

program their chat bots to recognize sarcasm at an 80% effective rate (Wilson et al., 2017).   This 

is important in developing a positive customer experience.  Explainers are the liaisons between 

tech and the business.  They need to understand the overall context of the system and be able to 

interpret and answer a question about an algorithmic decision.  Sustainers are the ethicists who 

need to understand what outcome the system is attempting to achieve and ensure that it is 

producing the results and impact that is desired (Daugherty et al., 2019).  Wilson et al. focuses 

on the impact to generalized roles.  Another research paper focused on the accounting role more 

specifically and validated the classification of the trainer, explainer and sustainer roles with one 
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additional role, the identifier.  This role is the catalyst used to spot opportunities to automate 

(Kokina et al., 2021).  These new types of roles are going to require new training and different 

delivery methods. 

An underlying theme in the studies is the need for communication and relationship skills.  

Identifiers need to be able to demonstrate the value of automating work and helping people 

understand the as-is and to-be future automation (Kokina et al., 2021).  As liaisons, the 

explainers need to connect with people and bridge the gap in focus and understanding or the 

technologists and the business.  The sustainers are ensuring the expected outcome is produced.  

This is the role that connects the customer with the result and help them understand the next 

course of action. 

Prior transformations have resulted in a change in the delivery of training and education 

for society.  The AI transformation will be no different.  The biggest change with this 

transformation is the speed of change.  It will be more important that business and higher 

learning institutions develop partnerships.  Michigan Tech and Bay College developed a 

curriculum and associated tools with business in order to address current and future needs 

(Sergeyev et al., 2019).  One idea they came up with  was robotic training centers where students 

from institutions without a robotics curriculum could achieve a certification.  Another idea would 

be to emphasize experiential learning over traditional learning methods.  Hands-on 

apprenticeships enable workers to develop skills in the fast-changing field of RPA (Daugherty et 

al., 2019).  The key will be for the worker to develop and expand their personal portfolio of 

skills, capabilities and experiences. 
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Conclusions and recommendations 

This paper examined the history of work automation in order to highlight change themes 

that will be experienced during the artificial intelligence transformation.  Although the details are 

different the nature of the impact of automation is the same.  There will be businesses that 

prosper and those that fail.  Workers will benefit and yet experience a great deal of anxiety about 

job security.  Work will change, new jobs will be created, and others eliminated.  Skills required 

by workers to succeed in their roles will change and the education and training to develop those 

skills will need to adapt.  Nothing since electricity has had the potential impact to transform 

society as does artificial intelligence. 

Using a model or framework for change leadership will improve a business’ chance to 

prosper with intelligent automation.  Whether or not a business is successful, depends on how 

they manage and lead through change.  Kotter’s 8-step model for change leadership highlights 

critical areas for a company including developing a strategic vision, creating a sense of urgency 

and communicating plans.  This model creates the foundation needed to address employee 

concerns and build short term wins which develops and sustains momentum. 

Using a COE as a change leadership catalyst, coordinate change and an IA knowledge 

center will support change leadership, the implementation of IA initiatives and achievement of 

the strategic vision.  The COE should be a combination of employees from tech and the business 

units.  This will provide a breadth of knowledge of systems, processes and operations.  If an 

organization has a current COE, it is important they incorporate knowledge of intelligent 

automation. 

Worker concerns about job security and salary loss are valid.  Work will change and with 

that change some jobs will be eliminated, and other roles changed.  Yet, the history of 
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automation transformation has shown that amount of jobs will increase along with the creation of 

industries and professions.  It is important for the worker to develop a broad personal portfolio of 

skills in order to be best positioned for the changing work environment.  Business will need to 

change its training and development model, but the worker is still accountable to take advantage 

of the opportunities.   

Educational institutions should look for ways to partner with businesses in order to 

understand the rapidly changing skills needed.  The paper only discussed a few examples of how 

this need is being met.  Additional examination of skills needed by business and creative 

solutions to deliver those should be explored.  This paper did not discuss the pivotal role 

government can play in supporting and funding solutions for workforce education and 

development.  None of the prior automation transformations have operated within a bubble of the 

business community and neither will the AI transformation.  AI will change all facets of society 

and it is critical governments, businesses, educational institutions and the individual worker have 

strategies to effectively lead through this change.   
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